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Wave measurements using a dual-beam
interferometer near Gulf Stream boundary

Paul A. Hwang', Jakov V. Toporkov', Mark A. Sletten', Douglas Lamb', and Dragana Perkovic 2

'Naval Research Laboratory, 4555 Overlook Ave. SW, Washington DC 20375 USA

2 University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003 USA

Abstract-A dual-beam interferometric synthetic aperture ra- one pair looking fore and one pair aft, and each pair serves as
dar yields two velocity components of the ocean current remotely an InSAR system [ 11]. The images from the two pairs (fore
from a single flight pass. Combining two flight passes, all three and aft) are then geo-collocated to yield the velocity vector of
orthogonal components of the surface velocity can be retrieved, the ocean surface in a single flight pass. The description of the
An experiment was conducted near the Gulf Stream (GS) bound- system, called a dual-beam interferometer (DBI), has been
ary. A sharp change of the surface velocity of about I m/s over a given in [ 12] and [ 13], the latter paper also reported an applica-
500 m distance was measured. The wave condition is dominated tion of the DBI to map out the velocity field around two tidal
by a 14-s swell system and low wind velocity. The wave variance inlets in the barrier islands west of Fort Myers, Florida. The
inside GS is about twice of the wave variance outside the GS in retrieved current field follows the outflow pattern expected
the present data set. The large difference in the wave variance is from the geometry of the barrier islands and the inlets. Comn-
considerably higher than that can be expected from hydrody- parisons with the tidal current magnitudes predicted by the U.
namic modulation. An ocean current system with strong current S. National Ocean Service d al desprepancies of up to 0.5
shears such as the Gulf Stream is a wave guide and can trap
waves with the right combinations of wavelengths and propaga- m/s. Their analyses suggest that an important factor contribut-

tion directions. Numerical calculations indicate that the wave ing to the discrepancies is the effect of ocean surface waves to

properties of the data set may satisfy the conditions for wave the overall InSAR velocity measurement.
trapping by the Gulf Stream. Because surface waves affect the accuracy of the surface

Keywwrds- Surface waves, Gulf Stream, InSAR, Wave guide current derivation from InSAR, and that wave information is

Wave mords- contained in the InSAR data, in this paper, we investigate the
computation of surface wave spectrum using the DBI meas-
urements. In the process, it is found that for this data set of

I. INTRODUCTION swell-dominated wave field, the difference of the variance in-
An along-track interferometric synthetic aperture radar (In- side and outside the Gulf Stream (GS) is much larger than that

SAR) can measure the near-surface ocean currents remotely by can be explained by current modulation of surface waves. Fur-
detecting the phase difference of the radar returns from the ther analysis suggests that a more likely explanation of the ob-
same ocean surface roughness using two receiving antennas served large wave variance inside the GS is due to wave trap-
mounted on an aircraft or satellite [1-3]. The phase difference ping. That is, the wave properties of the acquired data set sat-
between the received signals from the two antennas is produced isfy the conditions for the GS to serve as a wave guide.
by the Doppler frequency shift caused by the ocean current
advecting the surface waves that scatter the radar signals back II. DBI MEASUREMENTS NEAR GULF STREAM BOUNDARY

to the receivers. To the first order of approximation, the phase In March 2004, an experiment was conducted to test the
shift is proportional linearly to the velocity component pro-
jected in the range direction. With proper design, the InSAR DBI system. The general location of the experiment is offshore
can yield sufficient spatial resolution for surface wave meas- of Cape Canaveral, Florida. Two NDBC buoys (41009 - 15 km
urements [4-7]. The relationship between surface waves and from DBI site; and 41010 - 145 km from DBI site) are nearby
the InSAR velocity product is much more straightforward than and provide the pertinent environmental information including
the modulation transfer function associating the surface waves wind velocity, air and water temperature, and wave properties.
and the SAR signal amplitude [8-9]. Because distortion of the The surface area of the DBI coverage is about 2.8 km x 10 km.

waveform through the velocity bunching mechanism remains A couple of high-wind events passed through the area in the

in the InSAR measurements, reliable retrieval of the wave in- week before data acquisition. The event on 10 to 11 March had

formation from InSAR is still limited by the nonlinearity of the sustained wind speeds between 10 and 12 m/s and lasted for

wave field, about 16 hours. The weather system continued moving east-
ward and at the time of DBI experiment more than one day

In the side-looking InSAR, only one radial velocity in the later, the significant wave height at the offshore buoy site
radar range direction can be measured. To obtain the vector (41010, water depth 873 m) is almost 5 m although the wind
field of the ocean current, multiple passes through the same speed dropped to below 5 m/s in both buoy locations. The sig-
ocean surface area have to be conducted. The concept of deriv- nificant wave height in the nearshore site (41009) is about one-
ing two velocity components from the InSAR return by split- half of the offshore magnitude. The peak wave periods reported
ting the radar beams was described in [10]. A design employs by the two buoys are 14.29 s (41010) and 13.79 s (41009, water
two pairs of antennas placed with two different squint angles, depth 41.5 m) at the time of DBI measurements.
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A detailed analysis of the DBI design is given in [ 11]. The Combining two flight passes, the assumption of v,=0 for the
DBI system configurations used in the present experiment have above solution can be discarded, and all three orthogonal corn-
been reported elsewhere [12-13]. Briefly, the DBI operates at ponents of the surface velocity can be derived from the radial
C-band (5.3 GHz) and vertical polarization. It emits a 6.25-p1s- velocity measurements.
long chirp signal with a 25-MHz bandwidth that provides a 6-
m range resolution. The squint angles of the fore- and aft-
looking antenna pairs are nominally +200 and "20', respec" Ful sin 0., cos O sin Oi -CosOd, cos 0, vý
fore-looking antenna in each pair transmits. The antennas point 21 sino2 sin i2 1cos 02cOs 2vy (3)

at a 700 incident angle in their squinted planes. The antenna U3 J b3 b32  b33 V_
patterns are broad in elevation (310) and narrow in azimuth(7O). The aircraft speed is 100 m/s and the altitude 600 m. The where b31=sinO,3cosa 3 - cosO,3 sinchsina 3, b32=sinO,3sina 3 -

range of incident angles is between 50.3' and 80.60. cos8,3 sinO,3cosa 3 , and b33= cos0,3 sinO,3. The above solution is
based on combining two passes using the first as reference:

III. DATA PROCESSING with both beams from the first pass (incident angle 01=012) and

The radial velocity components, u, and u2, in the two squint one beam from the second pass (flight direction a3, incident

directions are related to the phases, Ol and 02, by [Frasier and angle 0,3). Equation (3) can be written as u = B v. The solutions

Camps, 2001; Toporkov et al., 2005] of the three surface velocity components are

DBI DB2  DB3
ui 4 P, j-=l,2, (1) DD =- -D (4)

where 2 is the radar wavelength, V, the platform speed, and B, where D8 is the determinant of matrix B, and D8 j the determi-
the effective baseline, which is one-half of the physical along- nant of the matrix formed by replacing the j-th column of B
track antenna separation because only one antenna in each pair with vector u. Further detail is given in [15]. For the wave
is transmitting. With the present configurations, for the full spectral analysis, the surface velocity from 3D solution is used.

range of the phase (±_+), the magnitude of current without Fig. 1 shows the maps of v,, v, and v, measured by the DBI.

wraparound ambiguity is ±2.30 m/s. The raw processed phase The flow of the GS in this region is primarily northbound.

data contain an arbitrary offset, which can be removed if there From in situ current measurements, the daily average of the

are fixed objects in the images for reference. This is not the northbound velocity at the core of the GS is about 1.9 m/s, es-

case in the present situation. The aircraft made repeated passes timated from the contour map in Fig. 13b of [14]. The mean

over the region, the time interval between two consecutive velocity of v, displayed in Fig. 1 (middle panel) represents an

passes is about 600 s. Feature tracking is applied to estimate the instantaneous snapshot of the surface current over a sizable

velocities of several slick-like features in the radar scatter am- region (the length of overlap data is about 78 s, the area of cov-
plitude maps in consecutive passes. The features in the inshore erage about 1.7 km x 7.8 1am), the maximal magnitude is about
side of the GS usually maintain their coherent characteristics 2 m/s. A strong gradient of v, is clearly discernable. The veloc-
during the two passes and are easy to identify. Features inside ity gradient near the GS front is about I m/s over a lateral dis-

the GS are distorted beyond recognition in two consecutive tance of 500 m, corresponding to a strong velocity shear of
passes, therefore, velocity estimates from feature tracking are 2x10 3 s'. The velocity contrast in v. or v. is much weaker and
only available for the inshore side of the GS front. The average the boundary of the GS is barely discernable (top and bottom
velocity amplitude and direction of five identifiable features is panels, Fig. 1).

0.82 m/s and 1030 (referenced to east). This average velocity is
used in data processing to determine the offset of the measured 250 T--'
radar phase. 200

100
Following the notations and geometry defined in Fig. 1 of 50

[13] and assuming that the current is confined to the horizontal _ 200 400 6M0 80M , I00 2MO
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Figure 1. The maps of the surface velocity field, v., vy and v,.



0.5r .- .fields is consistent with that expected from wave-current inter-
',. •action. This can be described by the wave-number conservation

S "equation [17]

10 k
4, ,-+Vn=0, (5)

at
-40. 0 0.5 ' ',kI (I0"/m where n is the apparent frequency of the wave field, which is

related to the intrinsic frequency, (g by n=o ak.U and U is the

O , .'h, current vector. Assuming that the intrinsic frequency does not

vary with space, the current field simplifies to U=(O, P), and
0", a/ly=O, then (3) becomes

k - utadimck GS

1 W9 )k 1 ak (kV)
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Figure 2. Comparison of the 2D wave spectra (a) inside and (b) outside the
Gulf Stream, (c) I D spectra from DBI and buoy measurements. Fig. 3 shows an example of the trajectories of wave trains

with a southbound component going through a current field
IV. WAVE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS V(x)= Voexp[-(x/xb)q], with V0=2 m/s, q=8 and xb=80 km. The

With image data like Fig. 1, it is straightforward to compute evolution of wave propagation is consistent with the 2D
the wave spectrum using the 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT). wavenumber spectra shown in Fig. 2. As noted earlier, thetWave sropectirumusingvthe2d f ast Furiver tansfomarm d (wave variance inside the GS is about twice of that in the out-Wave properties derived from InSAR have been compared side water. This is considerably higher than that expected from
with in situ measurements obtained by a pressure gauge array siewtrThsscoidabyigrtanhtexcedfmhydrodynamic modulation, calculated to be about 10 percent
in southern California [4-5]. The wind is low (2 m/s) and the (k=2x102 rad/m) to 12 percent (k=-3xl02 rad/m) for the ob-
wave field is swell dominated. The results show that the InSAR served swelm to1p erent lkely manim forit-
and buoy data are in very good agreement for waves propagat- served swell components. A more likely mechanism contribut-
ing in the range direction and the quality of agreement deterio- ing to the observed intensification of the wave field inside the
rates for waves traveling in the azimuth direction. Similar con- GS is the "wave guide" effect produced by the strong velocityclusion is reached in [7]. gradient at the GS front. With the right combinations of the

wave and current properties, waves can be trapped inside the
We have performed 2D spectral analysis for the DBI data GS. This effect occurs when the change of k, following (6) is

using v, derived from the 3D solution combining two flight so large that k, changes sign (reversing the propagation direc-
passes through the same region (Fig. 1). The advantage of us- tion). The formation of a wave guide by a shear current is a
ing v, instead of v. or v, is that v, does not dependent on the delicate combination of several parameters including the veloc-
wave propagation direction and the conversion of velocity to ity shear, the width of the current, the wavelength and the di-
displacement spectrum is simpler. Figs. 2a and 2b display the rection of wave propagation. As shown in Fig. 3, for k=-2x 102

2D velocity spectra, S,(kkj), inside and outside GS. rad/m, wave components propagating at angles close to ±20'

Poorer resolution in the azimuth direction due to the veloc- are trapped inside the current. The spectral peak wavenumber
ity bunching effect [9, 16] is clearly shown from the contours of the wave field at the time of data collection is close to 2x10 2

of the 2D spectra. The 2D spectra can be integrated to yield ID rad/m and the source of the swell is from north and northeast.
spectra to compare with buoy measurements. As shown in Fig. The wave guide effect may be important in producing the large
2c, the agreement of DBI spectrum inside the GS and the off- enhancement of waves inside the GS in the present data set.
shore buoy measurements (41010) is excellent when the effects
of shoaling refraction and current modulation are taken into V. SUMMARY
account. Just a couple of kilometers away in the inshore side of A DBI employs two sets of InSAR to acquire two radial ve-
the current front, the waves are distinctively different in three locity components in a single flight pass. In an earlier study, it
respects. (a) The spectral density level is the GS is considerably was shown that the resolved surface velocity fields over barrier
higher, by about a factor of two. (b) The directional distribution islands follow the expected outflow pattern of tidal flows [ 13].
of the wave spectral contours outside the GS is rotated counter- In this paper, DBI data were acquired in the vicinity of the GS
clockwise by about 20 to 30 degrees in comparison with the boundary. Combining two flight passes over the same region,
spectrum inside the GS. And (c) there is a conspicuous cross- all three orthogonal components of the surface velocity can be
hatched wave pattern in the dominant scale signal components retrieved. The mean current field is in good agreement with in
in the GS side of the sharp current front. The last aspect is more situ measurements reported in the literature [14]. The wave
visible through a signal decomposition analysis procedure de- spectra computed from the DBI data are in good agreement
scribed in [15]. The directional difference of the two wave with in situ buoy output. The difference in the propagation di-
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